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In this work, the structural properties and spectroscopic behavior 80 mol.%TeO2-20mol.%LiF glasses
which were doped with 0. 05, 0. 2 mole% Gd2O3 have been studied. It was shown that, by increasing
the amount of Gd2O3 the glass stability was decreased. The PL emissions at 431nm and 627nm
wavelengths were distinguished by 320nm excitation. The FT-IR analysis showed deformed TeO4
groups in these glasses.
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1. INTRODUCTION1
In the two past decades, tellurate glasses have attracted
a great deal of interest [1–5], they are characterized by
good chemical durability; low glass transition, high
refractive index and high transmittance, especially in
near to middle infrared regions [6–9]. Tellurate glasses
are also important in electrical properties enhancement
[10–16].
Recent works in these glasses include the fabrication of
active lanthanide doped tellurite glass fiber devices, viz
laser oscillators and ampliﬁers [17]. It is a renowned
fact that the TeO2 chemical can’t form a glass solely,
however by adding an intermediate (Gd2O3) and a
modifier (LiF), it forms a good, high strength and
transparency glass. There exists a substantial amount of
literature which reported the thermal, optical and
physical properties of TeO2 based glasses and regarding
the structure of pure TeO2 and M2O-TeO2 (where M=
Li, Na, K, R band s) glasses characterized by using Xray Diffraction and spectroscopy techniques.
In the ternary system TeO2–Li2O-LiCl3, Yoko et al.[18]
prepared glasses containing LiCl in the 10-60 mol.%
range; OÈvecË ogaelu [19] in the 40-60 mol.% range;
Ravi Kanth Kumar[20] prepared glasses containing 30
mol.% LiF.
Adding ﬂuoride ions into tellurite glasses is relevant, as
it lowers the phonon energy maximum, leads to
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ﬂuorescence and laser emission enhancement due to
participation of additional energy levels and high
quantum efﬁciencies [21,]. On the other hand, the
spectroscopic properties of Pr3+,Nd3+,Er3+ and Eu3+ ions
in 70 mol.%TeO2–30 mol.% LiF (TLF) glass have been
studied. The phonon energy of this glass was found
around 690 cm− 1, being much smaller than the values
reported for borate, phosphate and germinate glasses.
This property enhances the ﬂuorescence responses [20].
The branching ratio for the important laser transition,
viz 4F3/2—4I3/2 ofNd3+, was found higher in this system
compared to fluoride glasses which could have potential
for laser applications Moreover, for each composition
system, the glass forming area depends on the
preparation conditions, particularly on the cooling down
rate.
However, no reported literature is available on the
formation of optical properties of TeO2-LiF-Gd2O3
glass systems and thus no detailed studies related to the
glass stability has been reported.[17] In this work, we
used the photoluminescence (PL) and photoluminescence
excitation methods to study the properties of Tellurite
glasses doped with Gd3+ ions.
The wide energy gap (32000 cm–1) between the ground
(8S7/2) and the first excited (6P7/2) states of a Gd3+ ion
[22-23] allows one to treat this ion as a hypothetical
mediator (sensitizer) between the matrix ions.
When the 6IJ energy level of Gd3+ is excited by 275nm
UV light, the initial population relaxes to its lower
energy levels until it arrives at the 6P7/2 level by phonon
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assistance and Gd3+ ions 313.5 nm characteristic
emission appears [5].
Also, it was reported that, the gadolinium ions has
network former and modifier roles in Tellurite glasses
[17] and it depends on glass composition as well as the
oxide gadolinium content, This work attempt to see the
Gd2O3 role in glass forming in one side and on the other
side to evaluate the spectroscopic properties of the Gd3+
ions in TeO2–LiF (TLF) glass.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the ﬁrst study of
the spectroscopic properties of Gd2O3 doped oxyﬂuoride
glasses in tellurite-based systems.
2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
80mol% TeO2 – 20mol% LiF glass composition with
0.05, 02mole% Gd2O3 denoted by G5,G2 were
prepared. The conventional casting technique was used.
High purity powders of TeO2 (99.99% purity, Alfa
Aesar), Gd2O3 (99.8% purity, Alfa Aesar) and LiF
(99.95% purity, Alfa Aesar) were thoroughly mixed. 7 g
powder batches were melted in a platinum crucible with
a closed lid at 750–800 ◦C for 30 mints in an electrical
furnace. To achieve homogeneity, the cast was crushed,
pulverized and remelted at the same temperature for
additional 30 mints and was cast using the same
procedure. Wet chemistry analyses carried out on bulk
as-quenched TeO2–LiF-Gd2O3 glass samples revealed
that the initial elemental stoichiometry of samples did
not change after quenching. The melts were transferred
to annealing furnace immediately and casted on heated
stainless steel plate, the plate temperature was 350°C,
then the sample was cooled at 10°C/mints. This sample,
named slow cooled G2S. The sample quenched in air on
cooled stainless steel plate, named fast cooled G2F.
Each glass was annealed for 2 h at 350°C (the annealing
temperature was chosen according to DTA results
which is near to Tg) and then cooled to room
temperature at 10 °C/mints. The samples were cut into
small pieces with thickness of 2 mm and well polished.
Bulk pieces of glasses, have a developed planar surface,
are appropriate for a qualitative UV visible evaluation,
carried out in the usual diffusion mode. To recognize
the thermal behavior of the glass samples, differential
scanning calorimetric analyses were carried out in a
Netzsch DSC 204 F1 (limit of detection: <0.1 W, with
an error estimate of ±1 ◦C) using a constant sample
weight of 25 ± 1mg in aluminum pans, under air with a
heating rate of 10 ◦C/mints.
Our first goal was to develop highly stable TeO2-LiFGd2O3 (TLG) glass compositions exhibiting low liquids
temperatures and high spectral emission in the visible
range. Well stabilized glasses show high resistance to
crystallization during the glass casting, quenching and
annealing processes. The DTA curves provided us by
quantitative evidence for glass stability. Glasses were

prepared and analyzed by DTA for their tendency to
crystallize.
The glass transition (Tg), ﬁrst crystallization onset and
peak (Tc/Tp) temperatures were determined from the
DTA traces. The glass transition temperatures (Tg) were
taken as the inﬂection point of the endothermic change
of the calorimetric signal. Crystallization onset
temperatures of glasses were speciﬁed as the beginning
of the reaction where the crystallization ﬁrst starts and
peak temperatures represent the maximum value of the
exothermal. The difference between the glass transition
(Tg) and the ﬁrst exothermic peak onset (TP)
temperature, T = TP−Tg, indicates the value of glass
stability, which was calculated. The glasses densities, ρ,
were determined at room temperature by the
Archimedes principle using distilled water as the
immersion liquid and a digital balance of sensitivity
10−4 mg. The density values obtained by repeated
measurements showed an error of ± 0.2%. The molar
volume, VM, was calculated as a function of the molar
fraction of each of the three components and the oxygen
molar volume, VO, was calculated by using the
following expression [24]:
(1)
Where xi is the molar fraction of each component i; M i
is the molecular weight; ρ is the glass density and n i is
the number of oxygen atoms in each oxide.
The long wavelength transmission limit of a glass is
usually determined by the multi-phonon absorption
edge. This multi-phonon edge is determined by the
highest energy vibration of the glass host and may be
increased through the use of compositions that include
heavy metal oxides as the glass former. For the
common glass forming oxides, the multi-phonon edge
and infrared transmission increase in the order B2O3 <
P2O5 < SiO2 < GeO2 = Al2O3 < TeO2 < Bi2O3.
Therefore, UV– visible absorption from 300 to 800 nm
was measured using a Perkin-ElmerS5. Photoluminescence
(PL) was measured at room temperature by Xe
excitation at 200-400 nm in Perkin-Elmer equipment.
The luminescence was measured.
3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
3.1. DTA Results
DTA traces of G2F, S and G5
are shown in Figure 1. Tg temperatures as weak
endothermic peaks, two other exothermic crystallization
temperatures (Tp), were established in the DTA curves
of samples.
The low Tp and the low value of Tp-Tg parameter in the
case of G5 sample can be related to the low thermal
stability and hence to the modifier role of Gd2O3 in G5.
It was reported that, weak and broad exothermic peak in
DTA test is an indication of surface crystallization.
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In G5, the different peak´s sharpness with respect to
other samples curves is considerable, this behavior may
relate to the different crystallization mechanisms (bulk
and surface), in the first and second exothermic peaks of
G5 [25].

Figure 1. DTA results of G2S,F and G5.

The X-ray diffraction patterns, of samples heat treated
at 450°C were presented in Figure 2. The TeO2,
gadolinium telluride, and very trace amount of lithium
telluride were detected in these patterns. Obviously, the
amounts and intensities of XRD peaks in the case of G5
are higher than two G2 samples. Also it can be said that,
the major phase of these samples at 450°C is tellurium
oxide which followed by gadolinium telluride
crystallization through heat treating at the second DTA
peak.

Figure 2. XRD pattern of G5 and G2F, S heat treated at
450°C -1h.

In addition, the molar volume of G5 is higher than G2,
it can be said that, expected adding Gd2O3 to the
tellurite network causes some type of structural
rearrangement of the atoms. There is a possibility for
the alteration of the geometrical configuration by adding
Gd2O3 into the tellurite glassy network. The increase in
density indicates that the Gd ions enter the tellurite glass
network, which is related to variation of the molar
volume of the samples (Table 1).
3.2. UV-visible absorption
It is clear in Figure 3.
that the absorption edge of G2F, G5 glasses occurs in
the near-UV region (at 320 nm). This band is caused by
forbidden transitions involving the 4f levels, and these
4f orbits are very effectively shielded from interaction
with external ﬁelds of the hosts by 5s2 and 5p6 shells.
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TABLE 1. The characteristic temperatures and physical
properties of glasses.
Sample
G2F

G2S
G5

Tg(°C)
319

Tp(°C)
451

Tp2(°C)
493

Tp-Tg(°C)
132

Vo(cm3)

Vm

15.99

25.74

331

452

482

121

16.33

26.33

312

408

474

96

16.59

26.93

Hence, the states arising from the various 4fn
conﬁgurations are only slightly affected by the
surrounding ions and remain practically invariant for a
given ion in various compounds (Ligand field). Reisfeld
proposed [26] that the rare-earth ions (like Gd3+) in
glasses occupy the center of a distorted cube, which is
made of a four tetrahedral of phosphate, silicate, borate,
and germinate glasses. Each tetrahedron contributes two
oxygen atoms to the coordination of the rare-earth ions.

Figure 3. UV-visible absorption of G2F, S and G5 samples.

From the relatively high photon absorption in glasses,
multi-phonon relaxation from higher-energy excited
levels to lower-energy levels has a high probability. The
320 nm band corresponding to the 6P7/2 – 8S7/2 optical
transition of the Gd3+ ion is observed [27] .In addition,
some relatively broad bands are observed in the optical
absorption spectra of the G5 and G2 samples. In the
following, the 320nm wavelength was used as excitation
wavelength to see the PL responses of studied samples.
3.3. Luminescence of the samples
According
to Figure 4. the main emission bands of G2F are at
431nm and 627nm while excitation wavelength is at
320nm. Emission at 431nm relates to the Te+4 S2 Sp
transition [27].

Figure 4. PL response of G2F sample, excited by 280, 300,
320nm.
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Emission at 450-600 nm has already been reported in
silicate glasses. The basis of this emission was related to
optical activated defects. It has been mentioned that a
charge transfer transition between a non-bonding orbital
of the non-bridging oxygen and one of the three ligand
oxygen caused to photoluminescence at 600nm[25].
This clarification may be verified the emission at 627nm
wavelength of presented system. In addition, the other
reason to emission at 627nm wavelength can be related
to the Eu3+ impurity being in Gd3+ [28]. It is noticeable
that, any transition associated with the absorption in the
Gd3+ ion did not appear in photoluminescence responses
of samples. By the varies excitation from 320 to 300 or
280 nm wavelength, the second emissions at 627nm will
shift to short wavelength side, while the first wide
emission at 431nm will not shifted as expected. If
optical activated defects prove the emission at 627nm, it
can be concluded that the photoluminescence of each
defect´s assigned frequencies, altered with the excitation
wavelength.
Since the up conversion of Gd doped aluminosilicate
glasses have been reported in recent papers, [29] the 600
nm wavelength was used to see the emissions of G2F, S
and G5 samples, results are shown in Figure 4.
According to Figure 5. excitation (λ = 600nm) of the
Gd3+ doped tullrite glass leads to appearance of upconversion luminescence with shorter wavelengths of
300, 376, 396 nm (˷3.97 eV), i.e., with quantum energy
higher than the energy of the exciting radiation. This
fact can indicate the occurrence of sequential absorption
of two-photon in the Gd3+ ion.

Figure 5. Represent the PL spectra of G5 and G2FS samples
with 600nm excitation.

Figure 6. Compares the PL intensities of G2F and G5
samples excited by 320nm wavelength. Accordingly,
the emission bonds shifts to higher wavelength by
increasing the Gd2O3 content. Apparently, the disorder
in the lattice results in varying surroundings of the Te4+
ions and, the emission spectra vary from site to site[28].
3.4. FT-IR Results
The infrared (IR) spectras
of G5, G2F, S glasses are given in Figure 7. The bands
around 542 and 440 cm-1 are assigned to the Gd-O
vibration of cubic Gd2O3 [26]. No characteristic
vibrations mode of bonds from Li2O were directly
detected in the FT-IR.

Figure 6. The PL response of G2 and G5 samples to
excitation of 320nm.

Figure 7. FT-IR results of G2 F,S, and G5 sample.

According to Dimitrive [31], the short-range order of
certain tellurate glasses is similar to that of the crystals.
This may contain, polyhedra of TeO4 (C2v symmetry),
deformed TeO4 groups, TeO3 trigonal Pyramids (C3v
point symmetry) or combinations of these polyhedra
which are characterized by a Maximum at 670 cm− 1 and
a shoulder at 635 cm− 1; intense bands in the range of
about 635–640 cm−1 and a shoulder at 670 cm− 1 and
the bands in the 700–670 cm−1 respectively. On this
basis, the deformed TeO4 groups in G2F, G5 may
explain the FT-IR peak at 630cm-1. In addition, the
small shift of FT-IR shoulder in G2F compared to the
G5 was occurred, attributed to the glass structure of
G2F, affected by Gd element–oxygen bond vibration in
this glass. Most of the sharp absorption bands (in G2S)
characteristic of the basic materials TeO2, is modiﬁed
with the formation of broad and strong absorption bands
(G2F). Moreover, more broadening and less bending,
may be a characteristic of the glassy state in G2F and
G5 samples.
4. CONCLUSION
Optical spectroscopic properties and thermal stability of
Gd2O3 doped in 80mol. %TeO2- 20mol. %LiF glasses
were studied. FT-IR visible results showed the
deformed TeO4 groups in these glasses. Uv-visible
absorption proved some relatively broad bands in the
optical absorption spectra of the G5 and G2 samples.
Absorption edge in 320nm was recorded. Upon
excitation at 320 nm, the emissions at 431nm and
627nm were noted. By modifying the excitation
wavelength the PL peaks changes correspond to the
disorder arrangement of Te4+ ions.
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